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Monica Adventures #6
My Friends are Robots
by Mauricio de Sousa

Monica meets Astro Boy and other creations from famed mangaka Osamu
Tezuka!

Comics cultures collide when Brazil's best-selling and most popular comics
characters meet the legendary manga creations of Osamu Tezuka! In this rare
international comics crossover, Monica and her friends, J-Five, Smudge, and
Maggy, meet the world famous Astro Boy, as well as Kimba the White Lion,
and Princess Knight in the heart of the Brazilian Amazon. Their introduction is
cut short when the local wildlife attacks them due to mysterious forces. It is a
battle of wit and brawn as Monica, Astro Boy, and the rest must race to save
the rainforest, and themselves!

Author Bio

Mauricio de Sousa has created over 200 comic characters since the start of
his career in 1959 and has brought the fun of reading and education to
millions of children, teens, and adults as they grew up with Monica and her
friends. Today he has the biggest comic/animation studio in the history of Latin
America, publishing some 15 monthly titles, more than 100 books annually,
producing live action stage shows for Brazil and abroad, and countless
cartoons while licensing his creations as the face of more than 3,000 products
appearing in over 80 countries. In 2007, UNICEF named his title character
Monica as children's' ambassador for the world.

Osamu Tezuka was born in the city of Toyonaka, in Osaka, Japan, in
November 3, 1928, and raised in Takarazuka, in Hyogo perfecture. In 1946
Tezuka made his debut as a manga artist with the work Ma-Chan's Diary, and
in 1947 he had his first big hit with New Treasure Island. In over forty years as
a cartoonist, Tezuka produced in excess of an astounding 150,000 pages of
manga, including the creation of Metropolis, Mighty Atom (A.K.A Astro Boy),
Jungle Emperor (A.K.A Kimba the White Lion), Black Jack, Pheonix, Buddha,
and many more. Tezuka's fascination with Disney cartoons led him to begin
his own animation studio, creating the first serialized Japenese cartoon series,
which was later exported to America as Astro Boy in 1963. Tezuka
Productions went on to create animated versions of Kimba the White Lion
(Jungle Emperor) and Phoenix, among others. Tezuka became Japan's
"comics ambassador" taking Japan's comics culture to the world in 1980, he
toured and lectured in America, including a speech at the United Nations.
Regarded as a national treasure, osamu Tezuka died (...)

Papercutz
On Sale: Sep 22/20
6 x 8 • 128 pages
9781545805732 • $11.99 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Love & Romance • Ages 10-14 years
Series: Monica Adventures
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Monica Adventures #6
My Friends are Robots
by Mauricio de Sousa

Monica meets Astro Boy and other creations from famed mangaka Osamu
Tezuka!

Comics cultures collide when Brazil's best-selling and most popular comics
characters meet the legendary manga creations of Osamu Tezuka! In this rare
international comics crossover, Monica and her friends, J-Five, Smudge, and
Maggy, meet the world famous Astro Boy, as well as Kimba the White Lion,
and Princess Knight in the heart of the Brazilian Amazon. Their introduction is
cut short when the local wildlife attacks them due to mysterious forces. It is a
battle of wit and brawn as Monica, Astro Boy, and the rest must race to save
the rainforest, and themselves!

Author Bio

Mauricio de Sousa has created over 200 comic characters since the start of
his career in 1959 and has brought the fun of reading and education to
millions of children, teens, and adults as they grew up with Monica and her
friends. Today he has the biggest comic/animation studio in the history of Latin
America, publishing some 15 monthly titles, more than 100 books annually,
producing live action stage shows for Brazil and abroad, and countless
cartoons while licensing his creations as the face of more than 3,000 products
appearing in over 80 countries. In 2007, UNICEF named his title character
Monica as children's' ambassador for the world.

Osamu Tezuka was born in the city of Toyonaka, in Osaka, Japan, in
November 3, 1928, and raised in Takarazuka, in Hyogo perfecture. In 1946
Tezuka made his debut as a manga artist with the work Ma-Chan's Diary, and
in 1947 he had his first big hit with New Treasure Island. In over forty years as
a cartoonist, Tezuka produced in excess of an astounding 150,000 pages of
manga, including the creation of Metropolis, Mighty Atom (A.K.A Astro Boy),
Jungle Emperor (A.K.A Kimba the White Lion), Black Jack, Pheonix, Buddha,
and many more. Tezuka's fascination with Disney cartoons led him to begin
his own animation studio, creating the first serialized Japenese cartoon series,
which was later exported to America as Astro Boy in 1963. Tezuka
Productions went on to create animated versions of Kimba the White Lion
(Jungle Emperor) and Phoenix, among others. Tezuka became Japan's
"comics ambassador" taking Japan's comics culture to the world in 1980, he
toured and lectured in America, including a speech at the United Nations.
Regarded as a national treasure, osamu Tezuka died (...)

Papercutz
On Sale: Sep 22/20
6 x 8 • 128 pages
9781545805725 • $15.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Fiction / Love & Romance • Ages 10-14 years
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All About Vincent
The Life of a Lovelorn RPG Player (Who Knows Magic Tricks)
by Vitor Cafaggi

Experience Brazilian superstar Vitor Cafaggi's entire romantic smash hit all in
one volume!

Vincent the dog enjoys the simple things in his young life-empanadas with
various fillings, performing magic tricks, comicbooks, playing with his little
sister, and all-day Saturday RPG sessions with his best friends. He does not
enjoy, however, being single (or physical activity). After seeing a girl (he
mistakenly thinks ) smile at him on the bus, his life changes forever. Take a
ride on the roller coaster of love with Vincent as he falls in and out of
relationships, braves college, and learns the secret to his own happiness.
International cartooning sensation Vitor Cafaggi's complete serialized tale of
love, loss, and game nights is collected here with a section of never before
seen art and anecdotes to make you fall in love with Vincent all over again.

Author Bio

Vitor Cafaggi is a professor of visual narrative, script and character
development in Minas Gerais, Brazil. His debut to the world of comics was
with the webcomic Puny Parker, which narrated the childhood of his favorite
hero, Spider-Man. He gained notoriety in his country with the graphic novels
inspired by Brazilian super-property Turma da Mônica (Monica and Friends)
and the comic strip Valente (Vincent) published by the Brazilian newspaper O
Globo. Vitor has won the HQ Mix trophy multiple times for his excellence in
comic art.

Papercutz
On Sale: Oct 20/20
7.99 x 7.99 • 288 pages
9781545805572 • $38.99 • CL - With dust jacket
YA Fic / Comics & Graphic Novels / Romance • Ages
14-18 years
Series: Vincent

Notes

Promotion
Previews and reveals on pop culture sites
Push on NetGalley, GoodReads
Video on Papercutz YouTube channel.
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Geeky Fab 5 Vol. 5
Roadtrippin
by Liz Lareau and Lucy Lareau, illustrated by Ryan Jampole

The Geeky Fab Five go on a roadtrip full of nature and nonsense in this next
chapter of the hit STEM/Girlpower series!
The Geeky Fab Five hit the road in an adventure of a lifetime. Packed into the
camper of Lucy and Marina's grandfather, the girls' first stop is the Grand
Canyon. Once at the national park, Lucy investigates erosion and rock
formations; A.J. discovers a construction site on the canyon with a goal of
preservation; Sofia is inspired by the beautiful jewelry of the local tribes;
Marina watches the stars while Zara keeps watch for wild animals (not
counting their snarky mascot Hubble the cat). There's plenty of fun and'
discoveries in the great outdoors!

Author Bio

LUCY LAREAU co-created the GEEKY FAB FIVE STEM girls series with her
mom based on her own real-life experiences in elementary school, where
students learn to make a difference. 

LIZ LAREAU, M.A., co-authors the GEEKY FAB FIVE series with her
daughter, Lucy, to inspire all girls to realize their potential and work together
for a better world. 

RYAN JAMPOLE is a Harvey Award nominated comic artist. Ryan has drawn
MEGA MAN and SONIC for Archie comics, DEXTER'S LABORATORY, and
CODENAME KND for IDW and GERONIMO and THEA STILTON comics for
Papercutz.

Papercutz
On Sale: Nov 24/20
5.98 x 9.02 • 64 pages
9781545805619 • $10.50 • pb
YA NonFic / Comics & Graphic Novels / Science &
Nature • Ages 7-10 years
Series: Geeky Fab Five
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Geeky Fab 5 Vol. 5
Roadtrippin
by Liz Lareau and Lucy Lareau, illustrated by Ryan Jampole

The Geeky Fab Five go on a roadtrip full of nature and nonsense in this next
chapter of the hit STEM/Girlpower series!
The Geeky Fab Five hit the road in an adventure of a lifetime. Packed into the
camper of Lucy and Marina's grandfather, the girls' first stop is the Grand
Canyon. Once at the national park, Lucy investigates erosion and rock
formations; A.J. discovers a construction site on the canyon with a goal of
preservation; Sofia is inspired by the beautiful jewelry of the local tribes;
Marina watches the stars while Zara keeps watch for wild animals (not
counting their snarky mascot Hubble the cat). There's plenty of fun and'
discoveries in the great outdoors!

Author Bio

LUCY LAREAU co-created the GEEKY FAB FIVE STEM girls series with her
mom based on her own real-life experiences in elementary school, where
students learn to make a difference. 

LIZ LAREAU, M.A., co-authors the GEEKY FAB FIVE series with her
daughter, Lucy, to inspire all girls to realize their potential and work together
for a better world. 

RYAN JAMPOLE is a Harvey Award nominated comic artist. Ryan has drawn
MEGA MAN and SONIC for Archie comics, DEXTER'S LABORATORY, and
CODENAME KND for IDW and GERONIMO and THEA STILTON comics for
Papercutz.

Papercutz
On Sale: Nov 24/20
5.98 x 9.02 • 64 pages
9781545805626 • $16.99 • CL - With dust jacket
YA NonFic / Comics & Graphic Novels / Science &
Nature • Ages 7-12 years
Series: Geeky Fab Five
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Lola's Super Club #1
My Dad is a Super Secret Agent
by Christine Beigel, illustrated by Pierre Foiullet

Lola must use her imagination to become the hero she was meant to be in this
brand new series!
Lola is a girl like any other, except for one tiny detail: her father, Robert
Darkhair, is James Blond, a top-secret agent so secretive, that not even he
knows what he does, or at least that is what Blond wants us to believe. When
the villains of Friendly Falls kidnap Lola's parents, she becomes Super-Lola.
Accompanied by her toy dinosaur Super-James (in undies) who can grow to
the size of an actual dinosaur (thus stretching the undies), their cat Hot Dog, a
pencil, an eraser, and an infallible duckie pool toy, she is off to the rescue. Ah,
imagination. It is our most powerful weapon.

Author Bio

Pierre Fouillet was born in 1958 in the countryside. He grew up sketching
animals but went on to study Fine Arts instead of veterinary sciences. He has
worked on childrens books and graphic novels for the past 15 years.

Christine Beigel was born in 1972 in France and spent her life in Paris and
Mallorca. Beigel is the writer of over 40 childrens books, from books for the
littlest of readers to dark novels for older teens. Lola's Super Club is her first
comic for kids. Her influences include Jorge Luis Borges, Lewis Carrol, James
Bond and Terry Gilliam.

Papercutz
On Sale: Dec 8/20
6.5 x 9 • 112 pages
9781545805640 • $12.99 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels /
Humorous • Ages 7-12 years
Series: Lola's Super Club
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Lola's Super Club #1
My Dad is a Super Secret Agent
by Christine Beigel, illustrated by Pierre Foiullet

Lola must use her imagination to become the hero she was meant to be in this
brand new series!
Lola is a girl like any other, except for one tiny detail: her father, Robert
Darkhair, is James Blond, a top-secret agent so secretive, that not even he
knows what he does, or at least that is what Blond wants us to believe. When
the villains of Friendly Falls kidnap Lola?s parents, she becomes Super-Lola.
Accompanied by her toy dinosaur Super-James (in undies) who can grow to
the size of an actual dinosaur (thus stretching the undies), their cat Hot Dog, a
pencil, an eraser, and an infallible duckie pool toy, she is off to the rescue. Ah,
imagination. It is our most powerful weapon.

Author Bio

Pierre Fouillet was born in 1958 in the countryside. He grew up sketching
animals but went on to study Fine Arts instead of veterinary sciences. He has
worked on childrens books and graphic novels for the past 15 years.

Christine Beigel was born in 1972 in France and spent her life in Paris and
Mallorca. Beigel is the writer of over 40 childrens books, from books for the
littlest of readers to dark novels for older teens. Lola's Super Club is her first
comic for kids. Her influences include Jorge Luis Borges, Lewis Carrol, James
Bond and Terry Gilliam.

Papercutz
On Sale: Dec 8/20
6.5 x 9 • 112 pages
9781545805633 • $19.50 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels /
Humorous • Ages 7-12 years
Series: Lola's Super Club
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X-Venture Explorers #1
The Kingdom of Animals - Lion vs Tiger
by Author Meng and Author Slaium, illustrated by Black Ink
Team

From the creators of Dinosaur Explorers comes a ferocious look into the
Animal Kingdom!

An educational exploration of the animal kingdom! 
Lions and Tigers normally don't cross paths in the wild because they live in
different habitats. Who is to say for sure who would win in a battle of these big
cats? Under the guidance of Dr. Darwin and his faithful assistant Smith, a
young group of researches, Sherry, Jake, Bean, Louis, Tazen, and Kwame,
scour the globe for the perfect specimens to test their hypothesis. But if they
aren't careful, the fact hunters will become the hunted by mealtime! Dynamic
action is supported by informative diagrams and studies of the top members
of the feline family (felidae)

Author Bio

Slaium is the editor-in-chief of Kadokawa Gempak Starz who joined the
company in 2002. 

Meng joined Kadokawa Gempak Starz in 2010. The language editor of Comic
King and Little Monitor started his participation in the X-Venture series with
research, factual presentation, and scripting.

Black Ink Team is the cartoonist team formed especially for the X-Venture
series. With their strength in different fields, every member is playing his or
her role in planning, drafting, illustrating, and designing characters and
backgrounds.

Papercutz
On Sale: Oct 13/20
5.5 x 8 • 160 pages
9781545805503 • $16.99 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels / Action &
Adventure • Ages 8-12 years
Series: X-Venture Explorers
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X-Venture Explorers #1
The Kingdom of Animals - Lion vs Tiger
by Author Meng and Author Slaium, illustrated by Black Ink
Team

From the creators of Dinosaur Explorers comes a ferocious look into the
Animal Kingdom!

An educational exploration of the animal kingdom! 
Lions and Tigers normally don't cross paths in the wild because they live in
different habitats. Who is to say for sure who would win in a battle of these big
cats? Under the guidance of Dr. Darwin and his faithful assistant Smith, a
young group of researches, Sherry, Jake, Bean, Louis, Tazen, and Kwame,
scour the globe for the perfect specimens to test their hypothesis. But if they
aren't careful, the fact hunters will become the hunted by mealtime! Dynamic
action is supported by informative diagrams and studies of the top members
of the feline family (felidae)

Author Bio

Slaium is the editor-in-chief of Kadokawa Gempak Starz who joined the
company in 2002. 

Meng joined Kadokawa Gempak Starz in 2010. The language editor of Comic
King and Little Monitor started his participation in the X-Venture series with
research, factual presentation, and scripting.

Black Ink Team is the cartoonist team formed especially for the X-Venture
series. With their strength in different fields, every member is playing his or
her role in planning, drafting, illustrating, and designing characters and
backgrounds.

Papercutz
On Sale: Oct 13/20
5.5 x 8 • 160 pages
9781545805497 • $22.50 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels / Action &
Adventure • Ages 8-12 years
Series: X-Venture Explorers
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The Loud House #11
Who's The Loudest?
by The Loud House Creative Team

The Loud Family is back in another zany graphic novel!
Things can get awfully loud in a household of 11 kids. Join 11-year-old Lincoln
and his ten sisters-- Lori, Leni, Lynn, Luna, Luan, Lucy, Lola, Lana, Lisa, and
Lily--as they compete to see who is the Loudest of them all and most
deserving of the family name. Earplugs not included! Then, on Halloween
night, Lincoln invites his best friend Clyde to hit the candy jackpot and go trick
or treating in the rich part of town, but can they get the same sweet success
when Lincoln?s sisters tag along? Featuring stories from the hit Emmy-
winning animated series? creative team!

Author Bio

The Loud House Creative Team are the talented men and women behind
Nickelodeon's latest hit show. Everyone from storyboard artists, prop
designers, production assistants and show writers lend their time and hard
work to create comics that further the universe of THE LOUD HOUSE.

Papercutz
On Sale: Nov 17/20
5.98 x 9.02 • 64 pages
9781545805589 • $10.50 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels / Media
Tie-In • Ages 8-12 years
Series: Loud House
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The Loud House #11
Who's The Loudest?
by The Loud House Creative Team

The Loud Family is back in another zany graphic novel!

Things can get awfully loud in a household of 11 kids. Join 11-year-old Lincoln
and his ten sisters-- Lori, Leni, Lynn, Luna, Luan, Lucy, Lola, Lana, Lisa, and
Lily--as they compete to see who is the Loudest of them all and most
deserving of the family name. Earplugs not included! Then, on Halloween
night, Lincoln invites his best friend Clyde to hit the candy jackpot and go trick
or treating in the rich part of town, but can they get the same sweet success
when Lincoln's sisters tag along? Featuring stories from the hit Emmy-winning
animated series' creative team!

Author Bio

The Loud House Creative Team are the talented men and women behind
Nickelodeon's latest hit show. Everyone from storyboard artists, prop
designers, production assistants and show writers lend their time and hard
work to create comics that further the universe of THE LOUD HOUSE.

Papercutz
On Sale: Nov 17/20
5.98 x 9.02 • 64 pages
9781545805596 • $16.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels / Media
Tie-In • Ages 8-12 years
Series: Loud House
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Asterix Omnibus #3
Collects Asterix and the Big Fight, Asterix in Britain, and Asterix
and the Normans
by Rene Goscinny, illustrated by Albert Uderzo

One of the world's greatest comics characters, the ever-fearless Asterix,
continues to battle supposedly unbeatable odds to protect his tiny village from
the Roman Empire. Fortunately, all of the villagers have super-strength thanks
to a secret potion. In Asterix and the Big Fight," one of the three classic Asterix
graphic novels collected here, the Romans are beginning to wise up. Instead
of trying to conquer Asterix's village, the Roman's challenge Vitalstatistx,
chiefof Asterix's tribe, to a one on one battle with the Gallo-Roman Chief,
Cassius Ceramix of Linoleum. As per Ancient Gaulish customs, the loser
would forfeit his entire tribe to the winner. "Asterix in Britain," the Romans
have conquered all of Britain except for a single village in Kent. Sound
familiar? Anticlimax, a member of that British village, travels to Gaul to seek
help from his first cousin once removed, Asterix. Together, with Obelix, they
decide to bring back a barrel full of thesecret potion that imbues anyone with
super-strength, but word leaks out, and the Romans will do anything they can
to thwart this rescue mission. Finally, in "Asterix and the Normans," Asterix
encounters a group of Normans who want to learn all about fear, and that's
just the tip of the iceberg as far as how many strange and crazy things happen
in this particular adventure. We won't even mention which pop star is parodied
in this story! Just when you think you know what to expect in Asterix, the
creators Goscinny and Uderzo throw things at you that you never could've
imagined. That's probably why Asterix remains such a successful comics
character to this day!

Author Bio

Rene Goscinny was born in Paris in 1926. After growing up in Argentina, he
came to America where he shared a studio with future Mad magazine co-
founder Harvey Kurtzman and collaborators Will Elder and Jack Davis, an
association that would mark him for life. In 1959, he founded the magazine
Pilote which premiered what was to become the most successful comic series
anywhere: Asterix. By the late sixties, Pilote turned to an older audience
pioneering an absolute revolution in comics styles, narration and
sophistication. Asterix was not the only greatly successful series Goscinny
penned, others include western parody Lucky Luke and the Little Nicholas
series illustrated by Sempé. Goscinny?s genius was not only in writing but
also in editing, launching many famous and enormously innovative comics
authors within the creative cauldron that Pilote magazine had become under
his leadership, helping to raise comic art into a full-fledged art form. He died
suddenly and way too early of cardiac arrest in 1977 at the age of 51.

Papercutz
On Sale: Sep 15/20
7.5 x 9.5 • 152 pages
9781545805718 • $19.50 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels / Action &
Adventure • Ages 7-12 years
Series: Asterix
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Asterix Omnibus #3
Collects Asterix and the Big Fight, Asterix in Britain, and Asterix
and the Normans
by Rene Goscinny, illustrated by Albert Uderzo

One of the world's greatest comics characters, the ever-fearless Asterix,
continues to battle supposedly unbeatable odds to protect his tiny village from
the Roman Empire. Fortunately, all of the villagers have super-strength thanks
to a secret potion. In Asterix and the Big Fight," one of the three classic Asterix
graphic novels collected here, the Romans are beginning to wise up. Instead
of trying to conquer Asterix's village, the Roman's challenge Vitalstatistx,
chiefof Asterix's tribe, to a one on one battle with the Gallo-Roman Chief,
Cassius Ceramix of Linoleum. As per Ancient Gaulish customs, the loser
would forfeit his entire tribe to the winner. "Asterix in Britain," the Romans
have conquered all of Britain except for a single village in Kent. Sound
familiar? Anticlimax, a member of that British village, travels to Gaul to seek
help from his first cousin once removed, Asterix. Together, with Obelix, they
decide to bring back a barrel full of thesecret potion that imbues anyone with
super-strength, but word leaks out, and the Romans will do anything they can
to thwart this rescue mission. Finally, in "Asterix and the Normans," Asterix
encounters a group of Normans who want to learn all about fear, and that's
just the tip of the iceberg as far as how many strange and crazy things happen
in this particular adventure. We won't even mention which pop star is parodied
in this story! Just when you think you know what to expect in Asterix, the
creators Goscinny and Uderzo throw things at you that you never could've
imagined. That's probably why Asterix remains such a successful comics
character to this day!

Author Bio

Rene Goscinny was born in Paris in 1926. After growing up in Argentina, he
came to America where he shared a studio with future Mad magazine co-
founder Harvey Kurtzman and collaborators Will Elder and Jack Davis, an
association that would mark him for life. In 1959, he founded the magazine
Pilote which premiered what was to become the most successful comic series
anywhere: Asterix. By the late sixties, Pilote turned to an older audience
pioneering an absolute revolution in comics styles, narration and
sophistication. Asterix was not the only greatly successful series Goscinny
penned, others include western parody Lucky Luke and the Little Nicholas
series illustrated by Sempé. Goscinny?s genius was not only in writing but
also in editing, launching many famous and enormously innovative comics
authors within the creative cauldron that Pilote magazine had become under
his leadership, helping to raise comic art into a full-fledged art form. He died
suddenly and way too early of cardiac arrest in 1977 at the age of 51.

Papercutz
On Sale: Sep 15/20
7.5 x 9.5 • 152 pages
9781545805701 • $29.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels / Action &
Adventure • Ages 7-12 years
Series: Asterix
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Dinosaur Explorers Vol. 7
Cretaceous Craziness
by  REDCODE and  Albbie, illustrated by Air Team

Adventures in the Cretaceous Period await!
If the Jurassic Period was all about dinosaur quality, the Cretaceous Period is
all about dinosaur quantity! More dinosaurs roam the Earth than ever before!
As the landmasses split apart, new species begin to spread, inhabiting the
new ecological niches formed from the shifting--niches that Rain, Stone, Emily
and the lost-in-time Dinosaur Explorers are itching to check out! Join our
heroes as they survey this brave new world forming, with all its charms and
scary dinosaurs!

Author Bio

Albbie
Joined KADOKAWA GEMPAK STARZ in 2003. One of the COMIC KING and
POPCORN magazines' co-conceptualisers. Currently part of the senior
editorial staff at COMIC KING. Began planning Dinosaur Explorers series in
2009, and is responsible for research, story and editing.

Redcode
Joined KADOKAWA GEMPAK STARZ in 2010. Currently working on planning
and scripting of Dinosaur Explorers series.

Papercutz
On Sale: Sep 8/20
5.5 x 8 • 184 pages
9781545805480 • $16.99 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Comics & Graphic Novels /
Science & Nature • Ages 8-12 years
Series: Dinosaur Explorers

Notes

Promotion
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Dinosaur Explorers Vol. 7
Cretaceous Craziness
by  REDCODE and  Albbie, illustrated by Air Team

Adventures in the Cretaceous Period await!
If the Jurassic Period was all about dinosaur quality, the Cretaceous Period is
all about dinosaur quantity! More dinosaurs roam the Earth than ever before!
As the landmasses split apart, new species begin to spread, inhabiting the
new ecological niches formed from the shifting--niches that Rain, Stone, Emily
and the lost-in-time Dinosaur Explorers are itching to check out! Join our
heroes as they survey this brave new world forming, with all its charms and
scary dinosaurs!

Author Bio

Albbie
Joined KADOKAWA GEMPAK STARZ in 2003. One of the COMIC KING and
POPCORN magazines' co-conceptualisers. Currently part of the senior
editorial staff at COMIC KING. Began planning Dinosaur Explorers series in
2009, and is responsible for research, story and editing.

Redcode
Joined KADOKAWA GEMPAK STARZ in 2010. Currently working on planning
and scripting of Dinosaur Explorers series.

Papercutz
On Sale: Sep 8/20
5.5 x 8 • 184 pages
9781545805473 • $22.50 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels / Action &
Adventure • Ages 8-12 years
Series: Dinosaur Explorers

Notes

Promotion
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Cat and Cat #3
My Dad's Got a Date. . .  Ew!
by Christophe Cazenove and Herve Richez, illustrated by
Yrgane Ramon

Cat and Cat have to deal with love struck dads and game obsessed boys!
Since her dad started going out with Samantha, young Cat and her feisty cat,
Sushi, have had plenty of time to entertain themselves. But with Samantha
comes her video game-addicted son, Virgil. Now, Virgil, Cat, and her cat must
choose between banding together to fight against boredom or compete for the
run of the house. Just when things are finally going smoothly, the clan takes a
Euro trip that the continent might not be fully prepared for!

Author Bio

Christophe Cazenove is the writer of the hit series The Sisters and many other
humorous graphic novel series. 

Hervé Richez is a comic book writer and editorial director of the publishing
house Bamboo in France.

Yrgane Ramon's debut in comics is Cath and her Cat after studying art in
Lyon.

Papercutz
On Sale: Sep 29/20
6.5 x 9 • 96 pages
9781545805527 • $12.99 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels/Animal •
Ages 7-12 years
Series: Cat & Cat

Notes
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Cat and Cat #3
My Dad's Got a Date. . .  Ew!
by Christophe Cazenove and Herve Richez, illustrated by
Yrgane Ramon

Cat and Cat have to deal with love struck dads and game obsessed boys!
Since her dad started going out with Samantha, young Cat and her feisty cat,
Sushi, have had plenty of time to entertain themselves. But with Samantha
comes her video game-addicted son, Virgil. Now, Virgil, Cat, and her cat must
choose between banding together to fight against boredom or compete for the
run of the house. Just when things are finally going smoothly, the clan takes a
Euro trip that the continent might not be fully prepared for!

Author Bio

Christophe Cazenove is the writer of the hit series The Sisters and many other
humorous graphic novel series. 

Hervé Richez is a comic book writer and editorial director of the publishing
house Bamboo in France.

Yrgane Ramon's debut in comics is Cath and her Cat after studying art in
Lyon.

Papercutz
On Sale: Sep 29/20
6.5 x 9 • 96 pages
9781545805510 • $19.50 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels/Animal •
Ages 7-12 years
Series: Cat & Cat
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Promotion
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The Mythics #3
Apocalypse Ahead
by Patricia Lyfoung and Philippe Ogaki

Parvati is a very busy but normal 12-year-old girl. She lives with her family in
India, volunteers at a health clinic after school, keeps up her grades, and
fights an evil Zombie outbreak using her godlike powers bequeathed to her
from her ancestor the Hindi goddess Durga: Normal kid stuff. Meanwhile, in
Greece, 16-year-old Neo is living in poverty, diving and peddling salvaged
items from shipwrecks. When his family is kidnapped by Aries, the God of
War, Neo must wield the power of Hercules to get them back and stop the
approaching apocalypse from taking place.

Author Bio

Philippe Ogaki
Born in Agen in 1977, Philippe Ogaki has always dreamed of becoming a
cartoonist. 

Patricia Lyfoung
Passionate very early about drawing, she did her graduate studies at the
Estienne school then at the Gobelins in Paris. 

Patrick Sobral
Patrick Sobral worked as a porcelain decorator for twelve years before
devoting himself exclusively to the job of comic book author.

Papercutz
On Sale: Dec 15/20
6.5 x 9 • 160 pages
9781545805565 • $19.50 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels/Fairy Tal •
Ages 7-12 years
Series: Mythics
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The Mythics #3
Apocalypse Ahead
by Patricia Lyfoung and Philippe Ogaki

Parvati is a very busy but normal 12-year-old girl. She lives with her family in
India, volunteers at a health clinic after school, keeps up her grades, and
fights an evil Zombie outbreak using her godlike powers bequeathed to her
from her ancestor the Hindi goddess Durga: Normal kid stuff. Meanwhile, in
Greece, 16-year-old Neo is living in poverty, diving and peddling salvaged
items from shipwrecks. When his family is kidnapped by Aries, the God of
War, Neo must wield the power of Hercules to get them back and stop the
approaching apocalypse from taking place.

Author Bio

Philippe Ogaki
Born in Agen in 1977, Philippe Ogaki has always dreamed of becoming a
cartoonist. 

Patricia Lyfoung
Passionate very early about drawing, she did her graduate studies at the
Estienne school then at the Gobelins in Paris. 

Patrick Sobral
Patrick Sobral worked as a porcelain decorator for twelve years before
devoting himself exclusively to the job of comic book author.

Papercutz
On Sale: Dec 15/20
6.5 x 9 • 160 pages
9781545805558 • $25.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels/Fairy Tal •
Ages 7-12 years
Series: Mythics
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Geronimo Stilton Reporter #6
Paws Off, Cheddarface!
by Geronimo Stilton

Geronimo Stilton has turned moldy and joined the dark side?!
Breaking news! Geronimo Stilton publicly insults famous Chef Ricardo on his
cheese selection in his own restaurant. Geronimo Stilton cuts ahead of an an
elderly woman in line. Geronimo Stilton steals ice cream from a little girl. All
around New Mouse City, the once upstanding Editor-in-Chief of The Rodent's
Gazette is wreaking havoc. Could Geronimo be suffering amnesia? Is he mind
controlled? Or has he finally joined the dark side? Only Benjamin, Thea, and
Trap can clear the Stilton name!

Author Bio

Born in New Mouse City, Mouse Island, GERONIMO STILTON is Rattus
Emeritus of Mousomorphic Literature and of Neo-Ratonic Comparative
Philosophy. He is the director of The Rodent's Gazette, New Mouse City's
most widely read daily newspaper. In 2006 he won a Nickelodeon Kids Choice
Award and in 2008 he won the Cartoomics prize "Beyond Comics." His works
have been published all over the globe. In his spare time, Mr. Stilton collects
antique cheese rinds.

Papercutz
On Sale: Oct 27/20
6.5 x 9 • 56 pages
9781545805466 • $12.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels/Animal •
Ages 7-12 years
Series: Geronimo Stilton Reporter Graphic Novels
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The Loud House 3-in-1 #3
The Struggle is Real, Livin' La Casa Loud, Ultimate Hangout
by The Loud House Creative Team

Experience 3 great Loud House graphic novels in 1 convenient package!

Lincoln, Lori, Leni, Luna, Luan, Lynn, Lucy, Lisa, Lola, Lana, and Lily and all
their friends are back in this special collection of three Loud House graphic
novels featuring stories by the hit Emmy-winning series' creative team! Check
in with old friends in Royal Woods and Great Lakes City. Who will be crowned
the winner of the first-ever Loud House games? Hear the latest juicy gossip
about Ronnie Anne- is she thinking of moving out? And find out what happens
when Lincoln and his Dad have a whole day with the house to themselves.
Collecting comic stories from "The Struggle is Real," "Livin' La Casa Loud,"
and "Ultimate Hangout," this is a must have for fans of The Loud House and
the new spinoff series The Casagrandes.

Author Bio

The Loud House Creative Team are the talented men and women behind
Nickelodeon's latest hit show. Everyone from storyboard artists, prop
designers, production assistants and show writers lend their time and hard
work to create comics that further the universe of THE LOUD HOUSE.

Papercutz
On Sale: Sep 1/20
5.98 x 9.02 • 160 pages
9781545805602 • $19.50 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels / Media
Tie-In • Ages 7-12 years
Series: Loud House
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Loud House Winter Special
by The Loud House Creative Team

The Loud Family and The Casagrandes enjoy a winter wonderland!

The Loud House just got a bit smaller as Lincoln Loud and his 10 sisters Lori,
Leni, Luna, Lynn, Luan, Lucy, Lana, Lola, Lisa, and Lily are all home from
school on a snow day! The Louds and the other neighborhood kids brave the
cold for an epic snowball fight that will knock their snow socks off. Who will
brave the cold and who will be left with cold feet? The bitter sting of defeat
isn't all that's at stake; this battle of the ages is for exclusive first use of the
best sledding hill in all of Royal Woods! Plus, warm up as Leni and Lily
discover the untapped potential of... daytime television?! Featuring over 10
interconnected stories from the creative team of Nickelodeon's hit show!

Author Bio

The Loud House Creative Team are the talented men and women behind
Nickelodeon's latest hit show. Everyone from storyboard artists, prop
designers, production assistants and show writers lend their time and hard
work to create comics that further the universe of THE LOUD HOUSE

Papercutz
On Sale: Oct 6/20
6 x 9 • 64 pages
9781545806876 • $10.50 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels / Media
Tie-In • Ages 7-12 years
Series: Loud House
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Loud House Winter Special
by The Loud House Creative Team

The Loud Family and The Casagrandes enjoy a winter wonderland!

The Loud House just got a bit smaller as Lincoln Loud and his 10 sisters Lori,
Leni, Luna, Lynn, Luan, Lucy, Lana, Lola, Lisa, and Lily are all home from
school on a snow day! The Louds and the other neighborhood kids brave the
cold for an epic snowball fight that will knock their snow socks off. Who will
brave the cold and who will be left with cold feet? The bitter sting of defeat
isn't all that's at stake; this battle of the ages is for exclusive first use of the
best sledding hill in all of Royal Woods! Plus, warm up as Leni and Lily
discover the untapped potential of... daytime television?! Featuring over 10
interconnected stories from the creative team of Nickelodeon's hit show!

Author Bio

The Loud House Creative Team are the talented men and women behind
Nickelodeon's latest hit show. Everyone from storyboard artists, prop
designers, production assistants and show writers lend their time and hard
work to create comics that further the universe of THE LOUD HOUSE.

Papercutz
On Sale: Oct 6/20
6 x 9 • 64 pages
9781545806869 • $16.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels / Media
Tie-In • Ages 7-12 years
Series: Loud House
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The Smurfs 3-in-1 #4
The Return of Smurfette, The Smurf Olympics, and Smurf vs
Smurf
by  Peyo

It's Smurf vs. Smurf vs. Smurf as the competitive nature of the Smurfs Village
is in full display! First, the most popular Smurf, the bodacious Smurfette
returns to the Village. Then, let the games begin as the Smurfs have their own
Olympics. Plus: the Smurfs are at war over what to call the device that opens
bottles! Is it a Bottle-Smurfer or Smurf Opener? It's a debate that quickly
escalates and threatens to tear the Smurf Village apart! All this and more in
over 150 pages of Peyo's Smurfs comics, featuring stories from THE
SMURFS graphic novels volumes 10-12.

Author Bio

PIERRE CULLIFORD, born in Belgium in 1928, was the cartoonist known as
Peyo. Peyo began his career working with some of Belgium's most talented
cartoonists, including his lifelong writing partner Yvan Delporte. In 1958, The
Smurfs made their first appearance and went on to become the world-famous
characters we know and love today.

Papercutz
On Sale: Dec 1/20
6.50 x 9 • 160 pages
9781545804100 • $19.50 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels / Media
Tie-In • Ages 7-11 years
Series: Smurfs Graphic Novels
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